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BENEFITS STATEMENT
Why be a KSA member? What do we do in a day and how does that
directly benefit you?
The KSA regularly assesses the needs of those people we feel are key
stakeholders in our organisations: the consumer, the kitchen industry and
the suppliers to the kitchen industry. This research makes it clear that the
needs of our various stakeholders are all intertwined and that in benefiting
one, we indirectly add value to another.
The KSA benefit statement allows us to give you an annual update on what
we have been doing and what our plans are for the future. This way you can
see how, what we have been working on, affects you and the other KSA
stakeholders.
It is also an important opportunity for us to remind you that the KSA will be
as valuable to you as you make it, and that without your input, participation
and utilisation of value-add facilities, you will not reap the full benefit of being
a KSA member.

Dear KSA Members

MEMBER

In a year that has been fraught with political and social issues and where our industry has been placed under great
strain, I can honestly say I have never been prouder of the KSA, its team and its achievements. In a time where
most businesses are taking strain, the KSA team has secured another stable financial year ensuring the KSA is in
a healthy financial position while still tackling big issues. The team have taken on projects that many would balk
at, and addressed them head on, knowing it was necessary for the longevity of the KSA and in the best interest of
our members. Despite many of our team having to face some daunting personal issues, their dedication and hard
work has not faltered. I believe that this year, members have got to see the true character of the KSA team and the
immense value the team adds to every member.
The year once again faced us with some unique challenges and the national committee and KSA team have had to
spend much time addressing changes necessary to ensure the board is meeting its fiduciary duties and keeping the
KSA compliant with the CPA and Competitions Law. While spending resources and time on administration like this
is laborious, it is vitally important and makes the KSA a stronger association that can proudly sit alongside other
similar international associations.
As you know, 2018 saw Carmen Howard join the KSA team. She is now well and truly settled in and the Western
Cape members have embraced her and are seeing the value she is adding to the region. Carmen joining the
team has freed up Stephanie to focus on our more long-term strategic projects. There have been some exciting
developments because of this, and while many of the projects will take a few years to fully roll out, it is fantastic to
see our association working on truly value-add programs. We are also very excited to see that the hard work Kerryn
has put into the Garden Route and Eastern Cape is starting to pay off with interest in the KSA from all sides of the
industry growing in these areas.
Face time with our members has been an important part of our new strategic plan. We noticed that many members
are often unaware of all that the KSA has to offer and what it has put in place to assist their businesses. As such,
the team have been working to ensure facetime with all members at least twice a year, and as part of that, offer
hands-on KSA training to our members. The idea of this training is to take your team through all the facilities the
KSA offers, and ensure you are using them to their optimum. It is also to teach your team how to maximise the
benefit of the KSA by using it as a sales and marketing tool. For those members that have taken up the opportunity
of this training, they have found it very useful and informative. If you have not yet done so, we urge you to give the
KSA team time with your staff to teach them about optimising their membership benefits.
While we know you are all busy keeping your businesses healthy, it is vital that you stay on top of communications
from the KSA team. As we are growing and looking to add strategic value to you and the industry, we need vital
feedback and information from you. You taking time to give us that input, ensures we are implementing things in a
way you will be happy with. Part of making your KSA membership a benefit to your business is participation in events
and functions but also in the feedback we request on a regular basis.
We know this is not the easiest time to operate within the SA kitchen industry and remind you that the KSA is here
to support you where ever we can in these tough times. While things are tough it is vital that we all stick to the
key principals of the KSA code of ethics, ensuring we continue to distinguish ourselves from others in the industry
through quality product and service, ethical dealings and respect for fellow members.
We would like to extend our thanks to you all for your continued support and input which is vital to the KSA being a
strong industry association acting in the best interests of its members and the consumer.

Yours sincerely

Justin Berry
KSA National Committee Chairman.
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WHAT HAS THE KSA BEEN DOING?
Facetime with the KSA has been a focal point for us. We realise the benefit of face time with
all our members and their staff. As such, each region has been making a concerted effort to
not just have casual pop by member engagements, but to set up formal meetings where we
can ensure our members are fully up to speed with what the KSA is doing and how members
can maximise their membership benefits. Part of this has been offering KSA training to all
KSA members where the KSA staff show members how best to use the KSA as a sales and
marketing tool, and show members what tools the KSA has put in place to assist and benefit
their business. It has been interesting to see the surprise on member’s faces when they realise
exactly how much the KSA has done to add value to our members and the industry and often,
how few of those facilities they are currently taking advantage of. We want to keep this face
time and training with members going long term and encourage members to facilitate these
meetings with the KSA staff.
Last year we decided to ensure that all the KSA
representatives were trained as mediators to
ensure we are running our disputes correctly
and in line with fair mediation practices. We are
pleased to announce that the newest addition
to the KSA team, Carmen Howard, has now also
completed her mediation training and is also a
registered mediator. Having trained and registered
mediators running all our disputes is a huge value
add and speaks for the KSA and our member’s
credibility.
Our maintenance of good administration remains
key and is an ongoing process. There have been
several additions to the KSA member handbook –
rules & guidelines. These include the addition of
a code of conduct to govern acceptable behaviour
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fiduciary responsibility to ensure the KSA, as
an industry association, is operating fully within
the law and that we are advising our members
correctly on correct conduct, so as not to allow the
association, our gatherings and our procedures to
bring them into breach of competitions law.

At the request of the membership, we will be
issuing each member with a ‘membership
confirmation’ letter confirming their membership
is in good standing and the duration of their
membership. This letter will prove to be a valuable
tool when tendering for new work.
Key to what the KSA does, is setting up
opportunities for member networking. We now
have an official partnership with the IID (Institute
of Interior Designers) and all regions are working
to ensure that our members get maximum
networking opportunities with the interior design
community. Our team have also been looking into
ways to maximise KSA exposure to other industry
professionals, like architects, and we are looking
forward to exciting developments in this area
moving forward. All regions have seen a multitude
of events ranging from business breakfasts and
workshops, product networking evenings, golf days
and social events. The popular Jo ’burg industry
showcase grew considerably this year and we
saw KZN role out a similar event with CT planning
one for the new year. These events give a great
opportunity for networking across the industry
board including industry professionals, builders
and developers, and our own kitchen industry
players. The KSA will continue to investigate
all opportunities to maximise networking
opportunities for our members.

of our members and their staff. A process of
addressing a grievance, or reporting a breach
of this code of conduct, has also been put in
place. We have also added a process for formally
addressing a breach of the KSA’s code of ethics
as well as a guideline for the ethical visitation of
your competitor’s showrooms or offices. These
processes have been put in place to ensure
members have a fair process in place to address
inter-member issues and that these processes
ensure one of our key requirements: that members
treat one another with professional courtesy and
respect at all times.
We have had ongoing consultation with a
specialised competitions attorney. The KSA
national committee feel strongly that it is their

with an expert in the contract and put an advisory
document of hints and tips together for our
members.

At the KSA we strive to ensure we are keeping our
members up to date with issues and problems
they should be addressing or be aware of. As
such, we have this year, sent out a notification
to our members making them aware of some
of the issues we are experiencing with the rise
of engineered stone coming into the country of
dubious quality. We have also started a document
that will keep members updated about things we
have learned from our disputes. This will allow
members to learn from what we see, and from the
mistakes their fellow members may have made.
All in all, this information will make our members
better informed and better prepared to offer good
sound service and advice to consumers.
The JBCC contract has also proved a challenge for
many of our members, and as such, we consulted

Our inroads into the Eastern Cape and Garden
Route continue to grow with Kerryn having made
some good progress in engaging with industry
players in the region. Several key events were held
seeing good participation. Kerryn is fast becoming
a recognisable face in the region and her advice
and guidance respected. We are loking forward
to seeing growing participation in the region as
well as membership growth. Once this happens,
we hope to be able to offer our dispute resolution
services fully in the area. Having representatives
from the region sitting on the KZN executive
committee has also proved valuable in ensuring
we are addressing issues in the region correctly.
Making sure both consumers, and industry
professionals, are aware about the KSA and
what we do, is vital and assists our members
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in securing deals. We have had some fantastic
coverage on platforms like Habitat, SA
Homeowner, Tuis Magazine, Decorex’s press
releases and blogs, To Build, Designing Ways and
Interior Placements. We also had the opportunity
to appear on SABC 2’s ‘Speak out’ – a consumer
show which has opened knowledge about the KSA
to a whole new sector of the consumer community.
Dave Nemeth also invited KSA to be interviewed
on his radio show – the Design Authority. This
was a fantastic opportunity to talk KSA and the
kitchen industry to his wide audience of industry
professionals and consumers.
Our social media platforms and web site are also
key to awareness. We have seen a big growth in
our following on social media and this is all driven
to our web site which is getting increased traffic
with visitors viewing multiple pages, specifically
the ‘members’ pages and kitchen gallery. We have
received fantastic feedback of members securing
new business directly from the KSA web site; and
this should encourage members to ensure they
submit images for our gallery page and kitchen of
the month feature. Members should also share
their industry news with us to maximise their
exposure on our platforms. The KSA web site was
given a facelift this year to make sure it looked
fresh and current, but also that it was fully mobile
friendly. The site was also registered as a safe site
which will enhance its Google rankings.
As in the past, our relationship with Decorex
remains a vital platform. The show offers KSA
a unique opportunity to engage with consumers
and this year saw us launch the ‘KSA Consumer
Advice Centre’ which proved a huge hit with
consumers and industry professionals. We would
like to remind members that they are eligible for
a 5% discount at Decorex on floor space, and
are able to be first in line to take advantage of
collaboration projects that will allow them to get
exposure at the show at a greatly reduced price.
Please contact your regional KSA representative
to take advantage of the current Decorex offers
available for 2020.

S T A T E M E N T
YOUR KSA TEAM

The KSA brochure remains popular, with
consumers and industry professionals collecting
multiple editions. The guide is also available
online. The advice and guidance supplied in the
book is highly valuable, and should be utilised
by members. Once again, the 2020 edition sees
members afforded the opportunity to put their
work forward for consideration to be showcased
on the cover, giving them great exposure.

Your KSA team are a dynamic and hard-working group. Each one has a unique skill set that adds value to
the KSA, and by working closely together, they ensure each region has the benefits of that skill set. With
Stephanie having a background in psychology, sales and marketing; Marlise being a qualified accountant;
Megan a qualified attorney, Carmen having substantial experience in the retail sector and Kerryn having
extensive kitchen industry knowledge and experience; we can feel confident in the team’s ability to take the
KSA to new heights.
Stephanie Forbes

Carmen Howard

Megan Craft

Kerryn Bailey

Marlise Daniel

National Manager

Western Cape Regional
Representative

Gauteng Regional
Representative

KZN, Eastern Cape &
Garden Route Regional
Representative

Admin & Accounts
Manager

KSA was given the opportunity to speak at the first
SAFI (South African Furniture Initiative) Furniture
Forum. This initiative is aiming to get government
to acknowledge the furniture industry as one in
crisis, and the skills needed in the industry as
endangered. The KSA’s role as a speaker at the
Forum was to lobby to have kitchens recognised
as part of this initiative, so that should the
initiative prove successful, the kitchen industry will
be able to benefit from the training and protection
government may put in place. Our dealings with
SAFI will be an ongoing key project for the KSA.

The team is backed by a dedicated group of members who are nominated annually to the regional and
national executive committees. Mike Murning of Sonae Arauco will be stepping down from the national
committee to work with Stephanie on the SAFI project. Requests for nominations from the national supplier
membership have been sent out and a new representative will be elected by the committee at the end of
2019. A new seat was opened on the committee for a representative from the stone supply and fabrication
membership. Shawn Pretorius from Granite Projects in Cape Town was nominated to this position and took
up the post in August 2019. The current national committee consists of:
Justin
Berry

Mike
Murning

Stephanie
Forbes

Phillippe
Brooks

Brendon
Jordaan

Clinton
Soutter

Shawn
Pretorious

PG Bison

Sonae Arauco

KSA

Totem Kitchen

Grass

Franke

Granite Projects

National
Chairman

National
Supplier
Representative

National
Manager

KSA Gauteng
Chairman

KSA Cape Town
Chairman

KSA KZN
Chairman

Stone & Surface
Fabricator
representative
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Don’t forget… the KSA is as strong as its members.
Step up and work with us to make our industry stronger.

WHAT ARE
WE WORKING ON?
Our key focus for 2020 will be taking the strategic projects we have identified, and making
serious inroads into getting them either underway, or completed and implemented. This,
along with our continued focus on member engagement, consumer awareness and organising
networking opporunties, will keep us busy in the forthcoming year.
During this year we have seen how hard it is to
keep in contact with members, relying mainly
on email communication. With members getting
so many emails, they often miss vital KSA
communications. We will be setting up a KSA
profile via the D6 app which has already gained
a lot of good publicity via schools and other
associations who use it as a communications
tool. This app will allow us to talk to members,
ensure they have correct calendar dates, get their
votes on issues, initiatives and proposal and
their feedback on new ideas), allow members to
download strategic paperwork and ensure that
all members who download the app are correctly
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apprised about what is happening at the KSA
and how they can take advantage of what we are
doing.
We have negotiated with Inscape Collage to
make use of its e-learning platform for a kitchen
design course. Compiling the course work has
proved challenging but 2020 will see a big drive
to complete the course material and launch the
course. Our aim is to see this KSA approved
kitchen design course, available on various levels
– to those who only wish to study kitchen design,
those who wish to add the course to an existing
Interior design degree and those who are working
in the industry and who want a formal qualification,

but who also want to be acknowledged for
knowledge learned on the job working in the
industry. We are excited by the possibilities of this
course and believe that if put together correctly,
it will prove a valuable tool in ensuring we have a
pool of qualitied designers entering the industry
in the future. Tied to this, we hope to coordinate
a kitchen designers’ registration with the KSA,
whereby those operating in the industry can
register with us so we are aware of who is working
and operating in the industry.
The continued work with SAFI will be an important
project for the KSA moving forward. It also opens
up other avenues of work for us in working with
the Furniture Industry Bargaining council, to see
how we can link our industries, and in ensuring
that skills levies generated from within the
kitchen industry, go to the correct SETA and into
training that directly benefits the needs within our
industry. Here, we will also be working with skills
institutions like Furntech, to see how we can adapt
training they already offer to be of more accessible
and tangible use to our members in upskilling
their existing staff and bringing new skills into the
industry.
On a social media side, we will be adding an
Instagram page to our platforms. This will give
members an exciting opportunity to supply us
images for our monthly features – kitchen of the
month, supplier spotlight, what’s hot, and be
inspired.
We aim to finish our work with the competitions
attorney and ensure that all aspects of KSA
administration are CPA and Competitions law
compliant.
We have, for some time, been working on a ‘stone
fabrications and installation guidelines’ book
which will put a set of guidelines together that all
our fabricators are held to, and which is endorsed
by all our stone supplier members. Finalizing this
book has proved more time consuming than we
originally anticipated, but the completion of the
project has been earmarked as key for 2020.

The KSA has always acknowledged members
with basic industry awards in the form of
acknowledgement for members going a full
calendar year with no dispute, supplier members
voted as offering the best product and service
quality and acknowledging companies who have
been members for 10 or 20 years +. This year we
added to those, a member participation award,
an acknowledgement of members who have gone
5 years with no dispute and site inspection, A
meritorious service award, and an industry partner
award. The team have done extensive research
into how other kitchen associations acknowledge
their members, and are putting together a plan
to roll out a series of design and manufacturing
awards. The aim is that these acknowledge
our members for pushing deign and skilled
manufacturing, and that we open a culture of
celebrating South African design. We are excited
to roll out phase one of this project in 2020. We
will also be updating our application procedures
ensuring that all applicants meet our membership
requirements and that their contracts /terms
and conditions, are CPA compliant, facilitate our
mediation process and ensure that the applying
company takes full responsibility for their product.
We have also asked Carmen Howard to use her
extensive knowledge of the retail sector to assist
us in putting together a sales workshop where she
will address how to deal with difficult customers,
deal with objections to sale and closing the
deal, as well as how to optimise your showroom
as a sales tool. Carmen will pilot this course in
Cape Town and if well received, will take it to the
remaining regions as well.
As always, member participation and feedback,
are key to the health of the Association. We
encourage all members to make use of the
facilities the KSA has set up to help enhance your
business. Only through participation and input, can
you get true value from the KSA.

www.ksa.co.za
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HOW DOES THE KSA
BENEFIT THE CONSUMER
Consumers are key to our industry and with the economy as it is they have become
more cautious about how they spend their money. They are looking for guarantees
and a reassurance that the company they choose to work with is reliable,
ethical and stable. The implementation of the Consumer Protection Act has also
emboldened them to demand more for their money and expect better workmanship.
How does the KSA help to fulfil the needs of the
consumer? The KSA is the only body that exists in
our industry as a mark of professional conduct and
workmanship. We know that the more the public
becomes aware of the KSA and what we stand
for, the more we can be of benefit to all. As such,
consumer awareness has been, and will continue
to be, a primary focus for the KSA.
Consumer interaction with our social media
platforms and web site is continually increasing
and we are constantly working with our IT team
to look for ways of making these platforms more
accessible, user friendly, and relevant.
Consumer calls and emails to KSA offices continue
to rise, with consumers looking for references
and advice. We have also seen an increase in
consumers taking the time to have detailed
consultations with us when we exhibit at Decorex.

The KSA Consumer Guide remains a useful tool
for consumers when it comes to advice and
guidance. The members list, and the opportunity
for expanded listings and advertising, has made it
even more valuable with the list giving consumers
a direct link to you, the member.
It is vital that members actively promote their
KSA membership to the consumer to give them
the edge over non-member competitors. The fact
that a company has freely chosen to be held
accountable by a third party in order to protect the
consumer, speaks volumes about a company’s
ethics and business practices. The new KSA CI
guide will not only assist members to easily and
specifically identify themselves as a member to
the consumer, but also protect them against false
claims to membership. Specialised logos have
been developed for email signatures, web sites,
marketing material and third-party applications.
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Members who promote the fact that they abide by our
Code of Ethics, offer access to free mediation, offer
free use of our Holding Account facilities, provide
a workmanship guarantee, and risk suspension or
expulsion should they not abide by a KSA ruling, will
be providing the consumer with the peace of mind
they crave.
All these things ensure the KSA offers consumers the
five key things they need most when shopping for a
new kitchen: advice, guidance, accountability, security
and recourse. Access to free mediation through the
KSA, run by qualified mediators, is a security-blanket
consumers cannot afford to ignore.

The media is making consumers more and
more aware of the repercussions of dealing
with fly by night operators.

Consumers are coming
to organisations like the
KSA for guidance on who
to use. Consumers want
to know that a third party
is there to assist them.
They want to know that
checks and balances are
in place to ensure the
company is above board
and well respected.
They also want to know
that there is someone to
help them, should things go
wrong, so they don’t have
to revert to the media or the
law for help.
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HOW DOES THE KSA BENEFIT
THE KITCHEN MANUFACTURER &
STONE FABRICATOR?

S T A T E M E N T
Use of the KSA’s free mediation services is
only available to members and their clients. The
addition of this to your contract can protect and
assist you should a consumer be threatening legal
action.

Educating the public about what the KSA does is not only the job of the KSA. Members
need to actively use the KSA as a sales tool. If your staff correctly showcase how valuable
membership is in affording the consumer protection, the consumer will be hard pressed to
appoint a non KSA-member to do their kitchen.
By publicising your KSA membership through
your membership certificate, Code of Ethics, KSA
awards and the newly developed logos on various
marketing platforms, the consumer will easily
identify you as a safe investment. By guiding
the consumer to the KSA web site and using the
KSA Consumer Guide when consumers visit your
showrooms or when you quote, you will once again
reinforce the idea that you, as the company owner,
have chosen to put this protection in place for your
valued customer’s security and well-being.

The majority of kitchen manufacturers and stone
fabricators are looking for new and innovative
ways to attract and secure customers. Being
a KSA member helps you do this. Hundreds of
consumers go to the KSA web site, visit the KSA at
shows or call the KSA offices looking for a referral
to a company. Having your name linked to the KSA
means the client knows that background checks
have been done on you and your company, that
you are in good standing in the industry, that you
meet certain industry norms and standards, that
should anything go wrong they have access to free
mediation and that should they be nervous about

handing over funds they have free access to the
KSA holding account. Your battle is already 50%
won. If faced by a choice between you and a nonmember the security blanket you are offering by
being a KSA member will secure you the deal every
time.
Use of KSA facilities like the consumer information
articles on the KSA web site, as well as our
standard trading terms, our hand-over and care
and maintenance documents, are all in place to
assist you in not only getting the customer, but
seeing the job to successful conclusion.
The KSA makes every effort to ensure industry
professionals such as interior designers and
architects, are aware of the KSA and what we do.
Networking between our members and industry
professionals is important and we seek to develop
them through relationships with other associations
like the Institute of Interior designers. Our Linkedin profile is designed for a B2B platform and the
online version of the Consumer Guide is emailed
out to a database of industry professionals.
Increased awareness on this platform should give
you the edge when competing with non-members
on a tender.
The KSA’s exclusive contract with Decorex also
assists to increase our exposure through their
extensive contacts in the design and architectural
world. Industry professionals want security and
recourse as much as the consumer. Remember
that KSA members get a special discount off their
floor-space.
The Consumer Protection Act stipulates that if
mediation through an industry association is
available to you, you must take it before you can
approach the office of the consumer protector.

Use of the KSA’s holding account facility is also
exclusively available to members and can not
only help you secure a deal, but also ensure you
get that valuable last 10% payment in. Many
consumers have been burned by a fly-by-night
company and lost money. The KSA’s holding
account is flexible and can be utilised in any way
to assist you in securing a deal. There is no cost
to you or your client. You can negotiate release
terms for the funds with your client giving them
the security of control while you are safe in the
knowledge that they have the funds to complete
the job. Once funds are in the KSA’s holding
account the consumer cannot get them out again
unless you and the KSA agree they are not owed
to you, or the KSA is issued with a court order to
return the funds to the client. The KSA will not
embark (unless instructed to do so by you) on
mediation until outstanding funds are placed into
our holding account affording you the chance to
get your final payment in.

The KSA puts tools in place to assist you and
your business.
You have the option of a free listing, expanded
listing, or advert in the annual KSA Consumer
handbook.
You can feature your business’s news on the
KSA web site news page, our Facebook page
and Linked-in profile and from 2020, our
Instagram page.
You can showcase your work on the KSA web
site gallery.
You can submit your work for consideration
for our social media features – kitchen of
the month, supplier spotlight, what’s hot, be
inspired.
You can publicly promote your membership by
using the newly developed KSA logos as set
out in the new KSA CI, and by displaying your
membership certificate in your showrooms.
You can take advantage of the stand discounts
and other promotional and collaboration
opportunities brought to you through the KSA’s
exclusive agreement with Decorex and other
industry partners.
You can increase your industry networking and
connections by attending KSA functions.
You can increase your employee’s skill-set by
attending courses and seminars organised by
the KSA.
You can make use of your KSA regional
representative for advice and guidance in
consumer issues, and use their skill set to
benefit your business.
You can offer your customers free mediation
coordinated by KSA staff that are qualified
mediators and registered with the SA board of
mediators.
You can make use of the extensive library of
KSA articles on the KSA web site to educate
and inform your prospective customers.
The KSA can advise you on your contract and
assist with their standard trading terms.
Completion and sign off of jobs can be made
easier through the use of the KSA’s hand
over certificate and care and maintenance
document.

www.ksa.co.za
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HOW DOES THE KSA BENEFIT THE
KITCHEN INDUSTRY SUPPLIER

Our research also shows that the kitchen industry
is looking for ways to strengthen their companies.
The KSA is constantly looking for new ways to
add value to your business through education,
training, staff, advice and seminars. KSA offers
opportunities for business improvement in the
following ways:
Let us help you find staff by placing an advert
on the classified jobs page of the KSA web
site. All adverts placed will also be shared on
Facebook and Linked-In.
KSA actively works to bring new talent into the
industry by working with design schools and
the IID. We assist in finding work placement
among members for design students and run
job opportunity workshops for third year design
students.
KSA encourages networking within the industry
and with industry professionals by organising
social events and collaborating with other
organisations like the IID. This works to
increase communication and collaboration
within our industry, making it stronger.
KSA assists with product knowledge through
supplier product evenings and training courses.
Insight into issues facing our industry by having
the KSA attorney review the new legislation,
putting together a standard trading contract
for members to use, offering courses that can
help or enhance your business.
KSA seeks to keep our members abreast of
their legal obligations and ensure that they
get fair treatment by embarking on regular
meetings with both the Building and Furniture
Industry Bargaining Councils.
KSA actively markets itself to industry
professionals with an aim to giving members
an advantage when tendering on key projects.
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Suppliers, much like kitchen manufacturers and stone fabricators, are always looking for new
ways to strengthen their businesses, better their relationships with their customer base and
network with potential new customers.

Our kitchen members and fabricating members
work closely together on a daily basis. The
KSA works to try and strengthen those ties
and communication, always looking for ways
to educate our kitchen members on what is
happening in the stone industry to ensure the
smooth operations of the two members working
together. We also encourage our kitchen members
to work directly with KSA registered fabricators, as
this ensures the full protection of the consumer
and that the KSA can work with both the kitchen
company and the stone fabricator hand in hand, in
the event of a dispute, ensuring fair accountability
and recourse.
It is also important to us that our kitchen
members are partnered with professional and
qualified fabricators. As such, membership is
dependent on the fabricator having a proper
fabrication facility, with the necessary tools of
the trade, and that they are registered with the
appropriate authorities, like the BIBC, if applicable
in the region.
The KSA has also been in contact with bodies like
the Marble Institute of America, and is working on
following its lead with an industry endorsed ‘code
of best practice’ for the fabrication and installation
of stone in South Africa.
Both our kitchen and fabricating members are
acknowledged at our AGM should they have had
no disputes leading to site inspections. These
awards are meritorious and should be displayed
with pride.

The KSA offers suppliers to the kitchen industry
a unique opportunity to work closely with and
give back to their core client-base through
several avenues:
Showcasing your products to the industry at
Supplier product evenings.
Providing opportunities to support clients,
collaborate and showcase new products at
Decorex.
Distribute news of new products, staff and
company news on the KSA web site and social
media platforms.
Network with the industry on both formal and
informal levels at events and social gatherings.

Sponsorship and competition opportunities
Opportunities to offer training to designers
and installers thus ensuring your product is
properly used and installed, cutting down on
under warranty service and nuisance calls.
KSA actively encourages kitchen company
members to support KSA registered suppliers
over other suppliers, this way expanding the
protection afforded to the consumer.
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IN CONCLUSION

Over and above all this, the KSA will also step in
and mediate should the quality of your product be
brought into question.

The KSA is an industry association here to represent you – the kitchen industry. As a member
run association, we need your input and involvement for the association to grow in strength and
value proposition.

Importantly the KSA offers an opportunity to work
with your colleagues and competitors to address
the issues that affect our industry on a daily basis.
It also offers an opportunity to give back to the
industry that offers us our livelihood. Suppliers
are uniquely positioned to see from an objective
standpoint, issues facing the kitchen industry,
whether it be training, cash flow or need for
information.

To our members we say - ensure you have your say
in the industry by attending your regional AGM and
finding the time to serve a term on your regional
committee. Not only will this give you insight into
the industry, but the insights you will be exposed
to will benefit your business.

Supplier feedback and insight is highly valued
by the KSA to assist us in identifying problem
areas and ways of addressing these issues. It
is important to the strength of the industry that
there is a strong bond, and good communication
and cooperation between supplier and kitchen
manufacturer. As such, we annually ask our
kitchen members to vote on the suppliers offering
the best products and service, so that these
companies can be acknowledged at our AGM.

The KSA works with industry partners to promote
the association and look for opportunities
for members to benefit from special offers.
We are always on the look out to negotiate
preferential pricing and editorial opportunities
with publications. We are often asked by major
publications to supply images from within the
membership. Publications ask us for information
and feedback from within the industry for articles
they are writing. All these offer opportunities for
free or reduced cost exposure. Our exclusive
contract with Decorex also facilitates better stand
pricing, sponsorship and exposure opportunities
for members. We encourage you to take full
advantage of all these opportunities.

In order to address the major issues facing our
industry we need every respectable player from
the industry to step up, and through the KSA, work
to make our industry stronger, more stable and
more profitable.
Make sure you are getting the full value from your
membership by participating and staying abreast,
and making use of the facilities the KSA team
works hard to put in place for you.
To our potential members we say – what is holding
you back? This industry gives us our livelihood,
stability and growth are what is needed for that
livelihood to thrive. By being part of the KSA, you
become part of the process to addressing the
issues that are holding the industry back. The
stronger the voice of the industry behind the KSA,
the more we, as an association, can achieve to
better the industry. Don’t hold back. If you are
an ethical, consumer conscious company that
prizes itself in its customer service and quality
workmanship and product, you should be a KSA
member.
Together we can make the industry stronger.

CONTACT DETAILS:

Gauteng
Tel: 076 411 9638
Email: gauteng@ksa.co.za

Kwa-Zulu Natal
Tel: 082 721 5314
Email: kzn@ksa.co.za

Cape Town
Tel: 066 487 8564
Email: westerncape@ksa.co.za

National Manager
Tel: 082 787 8806
Email: stephanie@ksa.co.za

MEMBER
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